Annex B

Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fiona Brenner
02 September 2021 22:40
Thomas Dunn; Licensing
Cllr Jim Dickson; Cllr Pauline George
Cambria Pub (40 Kemerton Road) - Licensing Variation Objection

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
Re: Objection to application for variance of licence for Cambria Pub, 40 Kemerton Road
I live directly opposite the Cambria pub at
Kemerton Road. I am writing to object to the
application for variation to the existing license by Punch Taverns, and to raise specific issues.
Before, tho, I am surprised that I have not been directly notified by the Council of this application. I
have not received a letter or other communication to let me know about the application despite
being a near neighbour (and previously notified of applications). Please can I be informed why this
is the case? I am also disappointed that Punch Taverns have not been in touch, considering this is
clearly a community pub in quiet a residential area. My husband has been in contact with a Punch
Taverns representative offering support and expressed desire to be informed with assurances
undertaken - and yet we heard nothing in preparation of this application. A very different tone from
the initial contact, and now of concern about Punch Tavern's plans for the pub. The promotional
activity by the landlord talked about the site as if it is a town centre location. It is not. It is
surrounded by residential streets and many of us neighbours have children. I like living near a
pub, but it needs to be appropriately managed. This application for variance is not appropriate or
proportionate.
I have lived at this address for 13 years, through various incarnations of the Cambria - which have
all been under license with the same organisation. This has included very poor management as
well as better periods - including with dodgy dealings in recent years. Punch Taverns have not
had the courtesy of sharing their next vision for the pub with us, nor of asking for opinions on their
approach or intended management. It is difficult, therefore, to understand the full implications of
the application. However, there are clear repeated issues that we have faced that lead to my
objection to the variation:






When a sound limiter is not in use
Open windows
Late food provision/late hours
Non-standard hours
Additional issues - front of pub noise and glass

Dealing with these in turn:
Sound limiter
The use of a sound limiter has been an important feature for reasonable use of the pub. It is a
standard condition and wholly appropriate for the residential setting at all times. Given the nature
of the pub site, I can see no reasonable position leading to reduction in this requirement. Previous
managers (under this licensee) have turned off the sound limiter and I have had to repeatedly
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raise this with them, threatening to report them if they do not turn it back on. There is a direct
relationship between reasonable levels of noise and whether a sound limiter is used at The
Cambria, and so requirement for its use should be mandatory at all times whatever the activity. If
the sound exceeds the reasonably set limit, this should lead to reduction in noise. I object to the
application to reduce the requirement for a sound limiter - and request that its use should
be extended to the ground floor (from which there have been noise issues as well).
Open windows
Despite not being particularly good windows, there is also a clearly noticeable and surprisingly
dramatic impact of windows being open for both the main pub and function room. This has also
been something I have had to raise repeatedly with previous owners/managers - backed up by the
license condition. This is in the context that I like living opposite a pub - the use just needs to be
appropriate to the setting. I can imagine that arguments have been made about ventilation in a
Covid context and that it would be nice to be able to open windows, but would counter any
potential arguments by saying that if the activities cannot be enabled safely/appropriately without
varying the license to the detriment of the neighbours (my children's sleep! - and therefore mine)
then the activity simply cannot take place. I object to the application to remove the
requirement for windows to be kept closed upstairs and request this is extended to
downstairs when music is played (of any type).
Closing Time
The pub has a surprisingly late license given its setting. Experience suggests that the later it is
open or when people are encouraged to stay late, the more of a problem we have with noise as
people leave. This has been poorly managed at times in the past (and at times also successfully
managed). I am concerned that an aim to provide late night food will encourage later use and
greater night time noise. It is wholly inappropriate for a pub in a quiet residential area. In fact, in
response, I would ask that the extended hours the pub has for some reason been granted should
be reduced. I object to extended food serving hours and further request a review of the
existing extended opening hours.
Nonstandard hours
I understand from a neighbour that excessive nights for extended hours have been applied for.
This is wholly inappropriate to have periods over bank holidays with sustained additional late night
use of the pub for a string of nights. This should be much more limited. I object to the volume of
non standard hours requested.
Additional issues - front of pub and glass
I also request that use of the frontage to Kemerton Road is controlled as smokers/spillover/outside
drinking has previously caused problems. The front of the pub (Kemerton Road) should not be
treated as an extension of the pub garden. Glass should not be used to the front of the pub and
tables and chairs should not be allowed to the front. This is not explicitly dealt with in the
application, but should be included as conditions. In the past we have had people spiling out
across the road into our front garden as well as noisy clearing of tables after pub closing and loud
talking to smokers. Please include conditons over the use of the pub frontage on Kemerton
Road to limit use to arrival/leaving with active management by the pub.
Please can it be noted that there were significant noise issues under this licensee prior to the
current closure of The Cambria. Myself and two other neighbours met with the most recent
leaseholder to discuss these concerns and I on numerous occasions had to contact her directly
about incidents at the premises requesting the license conditions to be adhered to after
unreasonable levels of noise. While I did not at the time register a complaint with the Council,
there was significant impact on our quality of life. I had previously raised concerns (in 2018) with
you after another sustained period of needing to engage directly with the pub management over
noise issues (including aggressive responses from coked-up managers to polite requests to turn
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on the sound limiter when music was so loud we had to step outside for us to hear each other!).
This was also with the pub providing a 'premium food offer'.
Please can this email be acknowledged. Please can that acknowledgment include: 1) explanation
for lack of consultation by the Council and 2) planned rectification of this lack of consulation. The
intention of my objections should be clear - so if I have failed to use correct language or
arguments please can I be informed of the correct way to do so. I would be happy to discuss this
application with you.
I will note, this is also in a context (only just discovered) that the Council has also failed to
notify/consult on the planning applications recently submitted for the Cambria.
Regards,
Fiona
Fiona Brenner
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fiona Brenner
13 September 2021 09:35
Thomas Dunn; Licensing
Cllr Jim Dickson; Cllr Pauline George
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Tom,
Thanks for this. I understand, however, that you have left, so copying in the general liscensing
email as well as Councillors.
I do not wish to withdraw my objection.
I met with Star and the proposed operators on Friday. The proposed operators (legals not yet
signed) were unware of the license variation application. It is therefore clearly not based in
operational necessity and Star stated as such - that the application had been prepared by their
lawyer for a range of 'just in case' scenarios. For instance, the prospective operators said that
other pubs they have close at 11pm so they assume they would do the same here - so no need
for serving anything after then.
As raised with Star, there have been severe problems with the pub in recent years. While trying to
distance themselves from it, they were (in the current carnation under Star) the licensees and did
nothing to support the local community dealing with the problems we face. So the trust is not
there.
The prospective operators talked a good story and seemed keen to develop positive local
relationshiops. They were able to show other pubs as examples of their approach. I hope that the
pub will be a success under them, should they go ahead and sign up. I maintain my objection on
the basis that no explanation could be given for *real* operational need. For instance, no
satisfactory reason was given for removing a sound limiter for 'background music'.
In addition, I am concerned that Star's lawyer's changes to reflect 'regulated activity' is an attempt
to get round the standard use of a sound limiter at all times due to the specific nature of 'regulated
activity', e.g. only after 11pm. This disingenuous approach makes me even less trusting! The
existing wording should stay and for the avoidance of doubt while they may use the upstairs a
dining room, it is still in licensing terms 'the function room'.
I recommend the application is withdrawn/rejected and once operational I am open to the new
operators proposing sensible changes in line with their actual use. This includes opening of
windows - once we have had a winter of them operating it, they can work with neighbours to
assess whether opening windows in the summer would push excessive noise onto us.
I maintain that the current opening hours are too late and noise limiter rules should apply
downstairs. While I am well aware this is not a review, I raise this to show that there are
unresolved issues should a need arise to challenge this under the new operators.
Many thanks,
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Fiona

On Friday, 10 September 2021, 15:23:29 BST, Thomas Dunn <tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk> wrote:

Dear Interested Party,

Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below a response from
the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was drafted for the first three
representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review all additional representations and may
respond further if required.

“Dear Sir or Madam,

Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing authority.

Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.

1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch
Taverns PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.

2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility to
open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.

3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be added
to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now intended,
which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.

4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change the
wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded music).
If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would suggest a
noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the limiter to be
installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is also
disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
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5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of any
function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when music
is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will appreciate
that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the windows only
have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.

6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the condition
which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks throughout
the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply sends the
wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family would expect
to see a plastic wine glass on the table.

7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.

8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to me
that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.

9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.

Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any impact on the
licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me.

My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into the Cambria with
the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the local community. They are confident
the proposed amendments should in no way have any detrimental impact on the local community, they are simply
aimed at ensuring the pub operator is able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the local area.

It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the premises be having
regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents. The new Lessees do not intend to
undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their neighbours as this goes completely against what they
are trying to achieve at the Cambria.

The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of which will be offered
in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the ingoing Lessees are looking forward to
being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst showing the local community that any previous negative
experiences they may have had with previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind them.

Kind regards,
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Karen”

Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw your
representation.

Kind regards,

Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG

Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/

Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG

Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG

Public Access - for information on current licences and new applications please use the
following link http://planning.lambeth.gov.uk/onlineapplications/search.do?action=simple&searchType=LicencingApplication
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We are working with our partners to build a #BetterLambeth - find out more at
http://love.lambeth.gov.uk/better

Disclaimers apply - full details at www.lambeth.gov.uk/email-disclaimer
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Josh Puddle
29 August 2021 13:42
Thomas Dunn; Licensing
Cllr Jim Dickson
21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE59AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
By way of introduction my name is Josh Puddle and I live at
the Cambria Pub.

Kemerton Road with my wife and two young children,

I am writing to express my concern at some of the items in the variation of licence application by Punch
Partnerships.
Specifically, I would like to object strongly to the following:
1) Daily late night refreshment – it is unreasonable in my view to allow a neighbourhood pub, surrounded by
families and elderly residents, to be open until 1.00am every day, with drinks being served until 12.30. This
would cause a major nuisance to local residents and completely change the atmosphere of the
neighbourhood.
2) Remove the condition of a noise limiter – the noise limiter serves an important purpose, to balance the
needs of the pub to host functions versus what is deemed appropriate (by a noise officer) to minimise noise
pollution for the neighbours. Removing the condition of a noise limiter would totally tip the balance in
favour of the pub, causing major disruption to the lives of the residents.
3) Remove the condition of the windows being closed – similar to the above, the windows being closed is
hugely important to ensure there is some limit on the escape of noise from functions at the pub to the
surrounding residents. If the windows were to be allowed to be open, the noise would travel far and be a
major disruption to the lives of the residents.
4) Non standard hours – in my opinion the Landlord is really stretching what should be allowed for “nonstandard” hours. They are requesting x5 nights over Easter (perhaps two would be more reasonable), x4
nights over the May bank holiday weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable), and x4 nights over the
August bank holiday weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable) as well as others.
Thank you very much in advance for considering my objections. If you would like to discuss any of the above I’d be
delighted to Josh Puddle
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

14 September 2021 12:51
Thomas Dunn; Licensing
Cllr Jim Dickson; Cllr Pauline George
RE: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Tom,
I do not wish to withdraw my objection.
My understanding is that the proposed operators were unaware of the license variation application. It is
therefore clearly not based on operational necessity, but rather Star pushing their luck to see if they can
have a more lenient licence for, perhaps, future less sympathetic tenants.
I still see no satisfactory reason to remove the requirement of a noise limiter.
I still see no satisfactory reason to have the option to open until 1am every night. Star cites needing to
serve coffee, but for every one person ordering coffee there could easily be 20 ordering more alcohol.
Furthermore, in such a residential pub it seems reasonable to ask people to order their coffee before
11pm, so they aren’t leaving the premises in the early hours.
I still see no satisfactory reason to remove the requirement to have the windows closed. If this were to be
removed I’d like to see very specific times when the windows are allowed to be open (perhaps before
8pm).
Many thanks
Josh Puddle
Founder, MOMO Kombucha
WATCH OUR VIDEO: Introducing MOMO Kombucha
Ask the kombucha expert: Josh and Lisa Puddle of MOMO Kombucha

From: Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk>
Sent: 10 September 2021 15:23
Subject: RE: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR
Dear Interested Party,
Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below a response from
the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was drafted for the first three
representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review all additional representations and may
respond further if required.
“Dear Sir or Madam,
Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing authority.
Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.
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1) I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch Taverns
PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.
2) The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility
to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.
3) The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be
added to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now
intended, which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.
4) We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change
the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded
music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would
suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the
limiter to be installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is
also disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
5) Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of
any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when
music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will
appreciate that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the
windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
6) It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the
condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks
throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply
sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family
would expect to see a plastic wine glass on the table.
7) I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.
8) The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to me
that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.
9) I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.
Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any impact on the
licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me.
My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into the Cambria
with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the local community. They are
confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any detrimental impact on the local community, they are
simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the local
area.
It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the premises be having
regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents. The new Lessees do not intend to
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undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their neighbours as this goes completely against what they
are trying to achieve at the Cambria.
The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of which will be
offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the ingoing Lessees are looking
forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst showing the local community that any
previous negative experiences they may have had with previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind
them.
Kind regards,
Karen”
Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw your
representation.
Kind regards,
Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG
Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/
Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG
Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG

Public Access - for information on current licences and new applications please use the
following link http://planning.lambeth.gov.uk/onlineapplications/search.do?action=simple&searchType=LicencingApplication
We are working with our partners to build a #BetterLambeth - find out more at
http://love.lambeth.gov.uk/better
Disclaimers apply - full details at www.lambeth.gov.uk/email-disclaimer
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Turner
03 September 2021 13:00
Licensing; Thomas Dunn
Cllr Jim Dickson; Cllr Pauline George
Variation to Licence

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Tom,
Ref: Prem 73 - The Cambria Pub, 40 Kemerton Road.
I am a local resident at Kemerton Road. The properly is directly opposite The Cambria, one of the homes that
would be most affected by changes to existing licensing.
I live and work from home, a home I share with my wife and two young children.
I am keen to see the pub to be opened again after a period of closure and as such am keen to engage with Punch
Partnership and subsequent lease holders to ensure that the pub works for the local community to which it serves.
We have not been directly consultant on this (or other planning applications) and as such this is my only opportunity
to voice my comments.
1. I support the opening of the pub from 8am daily for the provision of non-licensable activities eg. the sale of
tea/coffee/breakfast.
2. Late night refreshments. This is a quiet residential area - what is the need for food to be served later than 11pm?
My concern is that this encourages additional late night footfall and subsequent noise.
3. To remove condition 4 in annex 2 requiring only plastic containers or toughened glass.
- There is no need to remove this requirement where refreshments are being served outside. The reason for the
condition to the licence has not changed. I have reviewed the minutes to the previous licence application (22nd June
2010). Punch Partnership were the applicant then (as they are now). They stated for that application that the
premises was ‘food led’. They are saying the same on this application as a reason for the condition to be removed. I
do not see that the proposed amendments to the premises warrant change or removal of this existing condition.
4. To amend condition 1 in annex 3 to now state ‘a noise limiter will be installed and set to the satisfaction of the
noise officer before regulated entertainment takes place in the function room’.
- I strongly object to any changes to the wording of the existing condition that is in place. It is a quiet residential
area with many young families. A noise limiter is an important aspect to a healthy and respectful relationship
between the pub and the local community it serves. There is no need to change the existing condition and to do so
would be prioritising the wants of the pub with the needs of the local residents.
5. To amend condition 2 in annex 3 to state ‘windows to be kept closed whilst regulated entertainment takes place
in the function room’.
- As per note 4 above, I strongly object to any changes to the wording of the existing condition. Keeping the
function room windows closed is important to reduce noise pollution from the pub. As noted in the minutes from
when the condition to the licence was set, Punch Partnerships were preparing the pub for a premium food venue, as
they are now. The proposed changes do not warrant a change to the licence conditions in this regards.
Best regards,
1

Paul Turner
-Paul Turner
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Wilde
07 September 2021 18:45
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Objection the Cambria pub licensing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear all,
I would like to object to the new license application at The Cambria Pub, located at 40 Kemerton Rd, London SE5 9AR.
This is a wonderful residential area, to remove the noise limiters and stay open until 3am when everyone nearby is residential is
not acceptable. Most people around here are families, and although it will be wonderful to have the pub open once more, there
needs to be limits to how loud and how long they can stay open.
Please consider and respect the area and its residents before you allow the pub to reopen.

Kind regards,
Annie Wilde (she/her/hers)
Service Operations Manager

Argyle Street
London WC1H 8EG
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alice Blacker
10 September 2021 11:52
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Owen Gundry
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE59AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
I live on Kemerton Road and would like to strongly object to the proposals from Punch Partnerships, seeking
approval in the variation of licence application. There is genuine concern from local residents at these
proposals, none of which are suitable for a quiet, residential area made up predominantly of families.
Punch Partnerships are seeking approval to allow daily late night refreshment, with opening hours until 1am
and drinks being served up until 12.30. This would create a major noise nuisance and disruption to local
residents and create an entirely different atmosphere in this quiet local neighbourhood.
They have sought approval to remove the condition of a noise limiter. The noise limiter serves an essential
purpose, to balance the needs of the pub to host functions versus what is deemed appropriate (by a noise
officer) to minimise noise pollution for the neighbours. Removing the condition of a noise limiter would
totally favour the pub and leave residents powerless, causing major disruption to the lives of the residents.
And, it should go without saying that the noise limiter should apply to live as well as non-live music.
In addition to the removal of the noise limiter, Punch Partnerships are seeking to remove the condition of
the windows being closed. Having the windows closed in another essential part of ensuing the disruption
and noise nuisance to local residents is kept to a minimum and must be maintained. If the landlord has
properly maintained airconditioning, It is totally unnecessary to have the windows open and to inflict noise
on surrounding areas.
Finally, and most importantly, the application to have non standard hours . The landlords are requesting x5
nights over Easter, x4 nights over the May bank holiday weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable),
and x4 nights over the August bank holiday weekend as well as others. I must stress again that this is a
quiet, residential and family-orientated area. To allow this amound of non standard hours would cause
significant disruption and is totally out of kilter with the area.
We are a close and active local community, who feel very strongly about these proposals. I'm happy to
discuss any of this further and can be contacted on
Thank you very much in advance for considering my objections.
Alice Blacker
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Lillywhite
10 September 2021 11:31
Cllr Jim Dickson; Thomas Dunn; Licensing
The Cambria pub

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Jim Dickson, Thomas Dunn and Lambeth Licensing
I live across the road from the Cambria pub and I am delighted to know that it will be reopening. I never went in very
much but I’ve missed it and it’s been sad to see it boarded up.
However I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed extension of the licensing hours to 3am, that the
windows will be left open even at noisy times and the noise limiter will be removed. This will have a big effect on
local families especially those with young children, autism (such as my daughter) or health issues. I would appreciate
a response on these issues.
We have lived opposite the pub for a long time and I’d also like to raise the following issues that have been a big
problem in the past:
- Bins and waste management.
Past management kept their bins on the footpath and allowed them to overflow, this attracted rats and mice. Glass
bottles were dropped in (very noisy) and bins were emptied in the early hours of the morning (again very noisy). I
would like reassurance that the new owners will have better waste management arrangements.
- Fireworks.
Past management let fireworks off from the roof of the pub which sometimes landed on our roof. I would like
reassurance that new management will not do this at any time of day.
- Windows.
I’ve already expressed concerns that windows will be left open at noisy times but the windows themselves were not
very effective in the past as they were single glazed and did not fit the frames very well. This would be of particular
concern if there is no noise limiter.
I’d also be interested to know what community space the pub might have? Past management allowed community
groups such as the local choir to practice in the upstairs room. My understanding is that this space will no longer be
available in this way?
Best regards
Amanda Lillywhite
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ananya Samuel
07 September 2021 18:10
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; jdickson@lambeth.co.uk
Objection to The Cambria Pub reopening

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear all,
I am a resident of Kemerton Road where the Cambria Pub is set to reopen.
It is currently a quiet residential street and I am keen for it to remain that way, as this is one of the main perks of the
area for many residents. There are three areas I particularly object to:

1. They should be required to have a noise limiter. This comes at minimal cost to the pub and will improve the
quality of life for neighbours significantly.
2. They should have the upstairs windows closed – having them open will be a source of unnecessary added
noise for residents up upper floors like myself.
3. I strongly object to the operating hours of 8am to 3am. Many neighbourhood pubs (e.g The Junction and
The Grove House Tavern, both nearby) have operating hours from mid-afternoon to 11pm on weekdays and
until midnight on weekends.
This seems more standard for a pub in a residential area. I believe the current license allows for operation
until 1am, but this seems excessive for a neighbourhood pub, where most residents will be trying to sleep
well before that time. I would also like to stress that this will also be disruptive in the daytime in the near
future as most employers are still encouraging employees to work from home, and having a pub operating
next door will create noise throughout the works day.
In summary, I love that Kemerton Road is a quiet and peaceful street and am opposed to the Cambria Pub reopening
at all. In the event that it does, I would strongly object to accepting any of the applications they made to extend
their operating hours or relax their obligations to keep the noise down.
I am happy to be contacted if you need any further information.
Best regards,
Ananya
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ananya Samuel
12 September 2021 11:12
Thomas Dunn
Licensing
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Tom Dunn,
Thank you for your email.
The quoted message above explains some of their reasoning but does not assuage my concerns. I also have some
questions about the process, which I have included at the bottom of the email.
It seems that the new owner and operator are seeking a more permissive license so that they have more flexibility.
They claim they will not use this to the detriment of the local community however, I find it unlikely that a pub will
maintain respect for their neighbours. Particularly, as it is owned by a large company that has no local interest.
Moreover, once they have a license allowing them to operate late at night, it will be harder for local residents to
complain about disruption in the evenings, when and if it does occur.
My objections fall under the third objective of the licensing act: The prevention of public nuisance.
Please see my detailed responses in black below:
1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch Taverns
PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.
This does not give me faith that they will operate in a way that is beneficial to the local community as they
have no interest in Lambeth.

2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility
to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.
This will still be disruptive. Regardless of what they choose to sell in the morning, they will be creating noise,
as they have a large outdoor space. This will also be exacerbated by the fact that they are requesting to have
their windows open. I am not in favour of this.

3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be
added to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now
intended, which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.
They mention serving coffee here. First, regardless of what they serve, they will be creating noise past
midnight – our street is currently very quiet in the late evening, I am sure many residents are not keen for
this to change. Second, I suspect that they will be serving much more than coffee as they are a pub, I very
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much doubt that they will close the bar early, so I think we can expect a significant noise level well into the
evening.
4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change
the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded
music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would
suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the
limiter to be installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is
also disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
I see no reason for them not to use a noise limiter always. It would only help mitigate noise. Moreover, we
may well disagree on what constitutes "low-level background music". I would not be comfortable leaving
this to their discretion.
5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of
any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when
music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will
appreciate that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the
windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
See above. In addition, it is their responsibility to create a safe environment for their patrons, this should
not be at the expense of the local residents.
6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the
condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks
throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply
sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family
would expect to see a plastic wine glass on the table.
I am comfortable with this, as long as they ensure that the street is kept clean and tidy.
7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.
Regardless of no changes requested, I find the opening hours unsatisfactory as they will create significant
late-night noise in the local area.
8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to me
that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.
9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.
We live two doors down from The Cambria, and have spoken to our neighbours who live next door, who are
equally unhappy with the application. It seems that whoever was consulted were cherry-picked for their
positive reactions, and weren't the closest neighbours to the pub.

I have a few questions about the process as well.
1. Is this part of the the 28-day consultation period? When does this period finish?
2. What are the next steps?
3. Is there anything else myself or my neighbours can do to strengthen our representations?
To reiterate, I am very opposed to the opening of a pub owned by a large corporate in our neighbourhood as they
do not have any interest in Lambeth or our local area, and are unlikely to respect their neighbours. As a result, I
continue to object to the entirety of their application (barring point 6, regarding glassware).
Please let me know if you need further input from me.
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Best,
Ananya
On Fri, 10 Sept 2021 at 15:23, Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,

Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below a response
from the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was drafted for the first three
representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review all additional representations and may
respond further if required.

“Dear Sir or Madam,

Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing authority.

Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.

1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch
Taverns PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.

2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility
to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.

3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be
added to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now
intended, which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.

4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change
the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded
music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would
suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the
limiter to be installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition
is also disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
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5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of
any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when
music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will
appreciate that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the
windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.

6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the
condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks
throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply
sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family
would expect to see a plastic wine glass on the table.

7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.

8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to
me that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.

9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.

Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any impact on the
licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information please don’t hesitate to contact
me.

My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into the Cambria
with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the local community. They are
confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any detrimental impact on the local community, they
are simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the
local area.

It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the premises be having
regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents. The new Lessees do not intend to
undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their neighbours as this goes completely against what
they are trying to achieve at the Cambria.
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The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of which will be
offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the ingoing Lessees are looking
forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst showing the local community that any
previous negative experiences they may have had with previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind
them.

Kind regards,

Karen”

Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw your
representation.

Kind regards,

Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG

Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/

Items by post should be sent to:
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London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG

Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG

Public Access - for information on current licences and new applications please use the
following link http://planning.lambeth.gov.uk/onlineapplications/search.do?action=simple&searchType=LicencingApplication
We are working with our partners to build a #BetterLambeth - find out more at
http://love.lambeth.gov.uk/better

Disclaimers apply - full details at www.lambeth.gov.uk/email-disclaimer
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Andy Long
08 September 2021 15:26
Thomas Dunn
Licensing
21/00233/PRMVAR – Premises Licence (variation application) – Comment submission

Importance:

High

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
I am contacting you with regard to the application for a change in premises licence of the Cambria pub at 40
Kemerton Road SE5 9AR.
I have tried many times and through many routes to submit my comments through the online form, but I always
receive an error message at submission. The error message reads “Error while submitting your comments. Your
comments could not be submitted due to an error in the system”. Not very informative, but there you are. So, in the
absence of a functioning planning and licensing portal, I’ve attached my comments below. I would be very grateful if
you could acknowledge receipt of this email since the closing date for applications is so near.
Many thanks,
Mr A Long
Kemerton Road

Comments to 21/00233/PRMVAR – Premises Licence (variation application)
Background
I am a neighbour of the Cambria pub, living directly opposite with my family. We have lived here for 18 years
and have seen a number of landlords and differing conditions at the Cambria over those years. My family and
I were frequent visitors to the pub and have enjoyed many occasions with friends there. We have always
maintained good relationships with the landlords and landladies of the pub, and have been able to discuss
with them any issues that have arisen. The terms of the current licence were arrived at after long discussions
and negotiations with the landlords to find the best solution for the pub and its many neighbours. With a few
exceptions, these terms worked well to keep all stakeholders happy. My family and I are very fond of
the Cambria pub and have mourned this lack of a local hub while it has been shut.
Agreements to proposed changes
– The proposed amendments to the interior plan of the pub are sensible and address a number of important
shortcomings of the existing layout. I welcome these changes.
– Amending opening hours to 8am to allow a café type of service also seems very sensible in business terms
and as a provision of a valuable service to the community.
– I currently see no particular problem with changing the requirement for certain types of drinking containers
and understand the business case for this change.
Objections to proposed changes
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– I object to the proposed extension of late night opening hours to 3am. The current closing time of 12:30
worked acceptably, with a few exceptions, over many years and was arrived at after long discussions between
the neighbours and the pub landlords. Even with closing at 12:30 there can be a considerable time after
where customers leaving the pub talk, often loudly, outside. This can be very disturbing to sleep for my family
and I, living directly opposite. My objection to this change also relates to the proposed change to conditions 1
and 2, the requirements to close windows and install a sound limiter. Loud music and conversation from the
function room upstairs was a common problem previous to these conditions being applied. The extension of
that noise risk from 12:30 to 3am would be very likely to lead to an increased risk to us of disturbed sleep.
– I object to the proposed removal of the requirement to install a noise limiter and a check by the noise
officer. The ground floor bar and the first floor function room currently have single glazing windows and offer
negligible sound insulation. Noise from raised voices, music and singing was a constant disturbance to the
neighbourhood before this condition was put in place. The method agreed to address the issue of recorded
and live music being too loud was the installation of a sound limiter. My understanding is that this equipment
was never installed, and this placed further pressure on the condition to close the windows and to turn the
volume down. Many neighbours and I have had to phone or enter the pub to request that the landlord turn
the music down and close the windows due to noise disturbance, especially late at night. The noise limiter is a
sensible and objective measure that can be put in place to prevent this being an issue again.
– I object to the proposed removal of the requirement to close the windows of the function room whilst it is
in use. Further to my reasons for objecting to the removal of the requirement for a noise limiter, this
condition was a vital solution to the issue of noise disturbance to neighbours. Single glazed windows provide
negligible sound proofing and the only option to reduce noise is therefore to close the windows when noise
levels rise. The previous landlord accepted this condition partly on the basis of installing air-conditioning in
the function room, to avoid the obvious lack of temperature control. I don’t think this was done, but it is a
simple solution to the problem of needing to open the windows in hot weather and when occupancy of the
function room is high.
Conclusion
I am very supportive of the reopening of the Cambria pub and many of the changes proposed seem to be
wise and to increase the potential for the business to succeed. However, this pub is entirely surrounded by
residential properties and an accommodation must be made to allow the business to thrive with the
community, rather than in an inconsiderate manner. There are straightforward alternative solutions to all the
proposed changes to conditions, that do not require their removal. I look forward to working with the new
landlords to strike a fair balance between the needs of the business and the community.
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andy Long
13 September 2021 16:33
Thomas Dunn
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

Importance:

High

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Tom,
Thank you for your email. For clarification, do you know if the licensing portal is now working? I have spoken to a
number of residents who wanted to make a representation but gave up when the portal wasn’t working.
I am prepared to withdraw my objection to the addition of late night refreshment.
But I do not wish to withdraw my objection to the change of conditions 1 and 2 in annex 3. My family’s experience
of living opposite the pub for many years is that a room full of diners talking is more than enough noise to disturb us
if the windows are open. It has been, for example, loud enough that we cannot hear the television in our own living
room. And therefore more than enough to prevent people from sleeping in the rooms facing the street.
My experience of trying to liaise with a number of landlords at the Cambria has been that words in an email such as
“you will appreciate”, “our intention”, provision of “comfort”, confidence that "proposed amendments should in no
way have any detrimental impact on the local community" and offers to “contact me” with any questions are of no
value whatsoever when my family cannot hear itself think of an evening and is obliged to enter into verbal
negotiations with a busy landlord so that we might be permitted to sleep.
In such situations, the only tool we have is the agreements written in law – objective statements that set out clear
conditions.
So when I’m told the license "does not require the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents”
and that "prior to submission” the lessee "did consult with a number of local residents who he advises were very
positive about what is proposed at the site”, you might forgive me for being sceptical. I had not heard anything
about the proposed changes to the license and I have not met a single neighbour who has been consulted. If it were
not for a neighbour leafleting every house in the street, I would not know at all. Already, the evidence does not
match the rhetoric.
In conclusion, the facts I have before me now leave me no reason to believe that a few general indirect comments to
the neighbourhood are any protection for myself and my family when compared with clear licensing conditions. It
may well be that the new lessee is the first in the last 18 years to be true to their word, but I think it would be
foolish of me not to require evidence of the lessee’s good faith in practice before trusting their commitment to this
community.
To be clear, I wholeheartedly support the revitalisation of the Cambria pub and I look forward to visiting it. But that
wish should not be confused with the role of regulations put in place expressly to remove potential conflict and to
ensure clarity in the obligations of both lessee and neighbours/customers.
Best regards,
Mr A Long
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On 10 Sep 2021, at 15:23, Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,
Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below
a response from the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was
drafted for the first three representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review
all additional representations and may respond further if required.
“Dear Sir or Madam,
Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing
authority.
Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.
1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable
number of premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various
legal reasons, are currently held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I
appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch Taverns PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are
completely separate entities.
2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would
like the flexibility to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of
tea/coffee/breakfast.
3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to
become more food led, and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm
requires late night refreshment to be added to the licence. I understand that the premises
were previously operated differently to what is now intended, which may explain why late
night refreshment was never requested previously.
4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to
slightly change the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes
place (such as live or recorded music). If there is no music or only low level background music
played while people eat then we would suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For
clarification, the current condition simply requires the limiter to be installed and set ‘before
use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is also disapplied until
11pm following deregulation.
5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during
the course of any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only
required to be closed when music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm
evenings when customers are dining. You will appreciate that at the current time ventilation
is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the windows only have to be
closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped
that the condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall
be provided for drinks throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice
meal in plastic glasses we feel simply sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely
that customers going out for a nice meal with family would expect to see a plastic wine glass
on the table.
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7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours
mentioned in the application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the
application process requires that the opening hours are included in the application even
where no change is requested.
8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and
does not require the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In
defence of the authority it seems to me that they have acted exactly as they are required by
law.
9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local
residents who he advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.
Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any
impact on the licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into
the Cambria with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the
local community. They are confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any
detrimental impact on the local community, they are simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is
able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the local area.
It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the
premises be having regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents.
The new Lessees do not intend to undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their
neighbours as this goes completely against what they are trying to achieve at the Cambria.
The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of
which will be offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the
ingoing Lessees are looking forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst
showing the local community that any previous negative experiences they may have had with
previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind them.
Kind regards,
Karen”
Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw
your representation.
Kind regards,
Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG
Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hannah Lambert
08 September 2021 13:26
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Cambria Pub - objection to licence change application

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear all,
I am a resident living on Northway Road, SE5 9AN. We can clearly see the Cambria Pub from our house.
Although we fully welcome the pub's return as it has been dearly missed in the neighbourhood, we cannot
support the application from the brewery to extend its opening hours to 8am - 3am, as well as removing
the requirement to have a noise limiter and keep the upstairs windows closed.
When the pub was operational, we could clearly hear music and people inside, despite having measures in
place to limit noise.
If the council grants these changes, it will have a terrible noise pollution impact on us and other
surrounding residents. Opening until 3am will also cause an exodus of loud, drunk people in a residential
area at a really unsociable hour.
Please do not grant these changes to the pub's licence.
Kind regards,
Hannah
-Hannah Lambert
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harriet Ayles
09 September 2021 11:21
harriet ayles
Concerns re: the Cambria pub, Cambria Road SE5

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
I'm writing with regard to the news that the Cambria pub is planning to re-open, and that the
brewery has applied to make some serious changes to the licensing conditions regarding noise,
namely:




Extension of opening hours two between 8am and 3am
Removal of noise limiter
Removal of requirement to keep upstairs windows closed

I am a new homeowner at Northway Road, and am delighted that the pub is planning to reopen. However, I strongly appeal to the council to reject these licensing changes. The pub is
completely surrounded by residential properties, and the neighbourhood is very quiet with many
young children. The properties are Victorian (single-glazed sash windows, etc.) and not wellinsulated against noise. It will be extremely disruptive and not inkeeping with the area to have a
late-night venue without noise restrictions on our street.
There are no other pubs in the area open until this time, and so opening the Cambria until 3am
would clearly draw much of its clientele from other local pubs at closing time. This seems really
inappropriate given its position on a quiet residential street.
From a personal perspective, my job requires me to start at 6am most mornings. I feel extremely
anxious at the implications noise and foot traffic outside my house if the pub is open until 3am, as
our house (and many others) is directly on the pedestrian thoroughfare down to Coldharbour
Lane.
Please could you provide me with information regarding the timeline of this decision, key
milestones, and any further ways I can raise objections to the proposed changes.
Best wishes, Harriet Ayles
Northway Road SE5 9AN
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harriet Ayles
10 September 2021 17:06
Thomas Dunn; Cllr Jim Dickson
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
Thank you for your email. The below unfortunately does not address the concerns of local
residents.
Star Pubs and Bars / Punch Partnerships Ltd are clearly positioning the pub in a way that is
designed to appeal to local residents (points #3, #5 and #6, yellow highlighting) but
unfortunately this positioning is not enforceable via regulation or law. What *is* enforceable is
the time at which the pub stops serving, as well as its compliance with noise restrictions. It is
explicit in point #3 below (green highlighting) that the applicant's intention is to extend their
license and to serve customers beyond 11pm.








Re: closing of windows. The upstairs windows of the Cambria are exactly at the level of
all the bedrooms on Cambria Road and Kemerton Road, the terraced houses are packed
together and the streets are narrow. The properties are Victorian (single-glazed sash
windows etc.) and not well-insulated against noise. If a room full of diners is on the first
floor with the windows open, this noise will clearly impact anyone in those bedrooms, e.g.
children who go to bed at 7.30pm. We ask that the current conditions remain in place.
Re: removal of the noise limiter. There is a contradiction written into point #4 below,
which states the intention to play "low level background music", while also implying that
the noise limiter is not needed because "it will only be required if regulated entertainment
takes place (such as live or recorded music)". As the pub intends to play recorded music in
their function room, they should have a noise limiter installed in their function room as one
of the conditions for operating.
Re: extension of hours. As above - point #3 clearly states the intention to serve
customers beyond 11pm, leading to customers leaving the pub later than 11pm. The
distinction that the drinks being served are coffees seems neither relevant to the wider
issue, nor enforceable. We request that the pub not be allowed to serve food or drink to
customers after 11pm.
Re: comments on impact to local community. Blue highlighting in final paragraphs clearly these intentions and confidences are not enforceable by law, just as the "nice"
intended tone of the venue is not enforceable by law. Unfortunately they therefore do not
address our concerns. We also note the qualification of "regular" to the mention of highfootfall events. What does that mean? Is there a legal definition of "non-regular highfootfall events" that the pub can operate within, and what would be our recourse if they
exceed it?

In conclusion, we are realistic about the money needed to keep a pub going in London. As locals, we're
excited to have a buzzing community pub and happy with the increased footfall that this will naturally
entail for our street during reasonable hours. Our request is that the noise restrictions and hours of
operation are kept to the current boundaries, allowing us to live alongside this welcome addition to the
neighbourhood.
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I look forward to hearing from you and have copied my local Councillor.
Many thanks,
Harriet Ayles
Northway Road SE5

On Fri, 10 Sept 2021 at 15:23, Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,

Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below a response
from the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was drafted for the first three
representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review all additional representations and may
respond further if required.

“Dear Sir or Madam,

Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing authority.

Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.

1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch
Taverns PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.
2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility
to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.
3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be
added to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now
intended, which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.
4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change
the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded
music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would
suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the
limiter to be installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is
also disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of
any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when
music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will
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appreciate that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the
windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the
condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks
throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply
sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family
would expect to see a plastic wine glass on the table.
7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.
8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to
me that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.
9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.

Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any impact on the
licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information please don’t hesitate to contact
me.

My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into the Cambria
with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the local community. They are
confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any detrimental impact on the local community, they
are simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the
local area.

It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the premises be having
regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents. The new Lessees do not intend to
undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their neighbours as this goes completely against what
they are trying to achieve at the Cambria.

The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of which will be
offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the ingoing Lessees are looking
forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst showing the local community that any
previous negative experiences they may have had with previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind
them.

Kind regards,
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Karen”

Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw your
representation.

Kind regards,

Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG

Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/

Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG

Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Roberts
10 September 2021 10:46
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Cambria Pub, SE5

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Council representatives,
Re - Cambria Pub, Cambria Road, SE5
I live with my family at Cambria Road, diagonally opposite the Cambria Pub at about 50 yards distance. Whilst we
all miss the community atmosphere of the pub, and welcome the day it re-opens, we do not miss the noise
emanating from late night drinking in the garden and outside the pub. Also occasionally from the loud music at
licensed events within the pub and first floor function space.
Knowing that with the pub shutting at 11pm and therefore any disturbance is likely to tail off by midnight makes it
tolerable. However, if, as is planned, licensing times were to be extended and noise levels relaxed it would have a
very negative effect on the neighbourhood, which is a quiet residential community minded area with a mix of the
elderly, young families and young professionals alike.
I have lived in the street for over 20 years, and witnessed the fortunes of the pub wax and wane, and at its best it is
a community minded pub/restaurant/café, catering to a mix of events and a place respectful of the surrounding
demographic. At its worst a badly run noisy drinking hole spilling onto the street with anti-social behaviour.
I wanted to give you this background to aid your decisions in steering its future use in the right direction.
I hope this is helpful,
Regards,
Jason Roberts

Jason Roberts
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Juliet Chapman
10 September 2021 13:04
Licensing
Thomas Dunn
The Cambria licence application

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
I am writing to express my concern at some of the items in the variation of licence application by Punch
Partnerships.
Specifically, I strongly to the following which will have an unacceptable and unreasonable impact on the local
residents. :
1. Daily late night refreshment – it is unreasonable in my view to allow a neighbourhood pub, surrounded by families
and elderly residents, to be open until 1.00am every day, with drinks being served until 12.30. This would cause a
major nuisance to local residents and completely change the atmosphere of the neighbourhood. Whilst Punch
Partnerships may say they have requested Late Night Refreshment so they can serve coffee after 11pm, it does not
seem unreasonable to request customers to order coffee ahead of 11pm, so they are not leaving the pub late into
the night, adding noise and disturbance to the residents. Furthermore, for every person ordering coffee after 11pm,
there are likely to be many more continuing to order alcohol, which is not acceptable for such a residential location.
2. Remove the condition of a noise limiter – the noise limiter serves an important purpose, to balance the needs of
the pub to host functions versus what is deemed appropriate (by a noise officer) to minimise noise pollution for the
neighbours. Removing the condition of a noise limiter would totally tip the balance in favour of the pub, causing
major disruption to the lives of the residents. Whilst Punch Partnerships may claim they only want the noise limiter
for regulated entertainment, we’d be concerned that noise levels could become a major nuisance day to day
without the requirement of a noise limiter.
3. Remove the condition of the windows being closed – similar to the above, the windows being closed is hugely
important to ensure there is some limit on the escape of noise from functions at the pub to the surrounding
residents. If the windows were to be allowed to be open, the noise would travel far and be a major disruption to the
lives of the residents. Whilst Punch Partnerships may claim they only want the windows closed for regulated
entertainment, we’d be concerned that noise levels could become a major nuisance day to day without the
requirement for windows to be closed. It is not unreasonable for them to include air conditioning, which would
eliminate the need for the windows to be open.
4. Non standard hours – in my opinion the Landlord is really stretching what should be allowed for “non-standard”
hours. They are requesting x5 nights over Easter (perhaps two would be more reasonable), x4 nights over the May
bank holiday weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable), and x4 nights over the August bank holiday
weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable) as well as others.
Thank you very much in advance for considering my objections.
Best
Juliet
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lena Fricker
07 September 2021 22:44
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Cambria Pub - Objection

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello,
I am writing to object to the reopening hours and elements of the Cambria pub reopening.
Happy for the owners etc that it's reopening given Covid impact on hospitality, but as a young adult working from
home a few doors down, I foresee the noise and general happening of the pub will greatly affect my quality of life.
Firstly, I'd encourage the noise limiter to remain and the windows to not be open. Secondly, opening hours to be a
maximum mid-afternoon to 11 pm on weekdays and midnight on weekends. Lots of pubs in the area have this time
and are on main roads rather than residential roads e.g. Duke of Edinburgh. The beer garden will also carry a lot of
noise at the back of the pub across properties, so encourage that to be closed again before midnight.
Overall, I'd object to it reopening if the opening hours get approved to be honest.
Best wishes,
Lena. (feel free to call me on

if you want to speak directly).
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Puddle
09 September 2021 11:38
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE59AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
By way of introduction my name is Lisa Puddle and I live at
children, directly next to the Cambria Pub.

Kemerton Road with my husband and two young

Whilst I’m happy to hear you’re looking to reopen the pub, I am writing to express my concern at some of the items
in the variation of licence application by Punch Partnerships.
Specifically, I would like to object strongly to the following:
1. Daily late night refreshment – it is unreasonable in my view to allow a neighbourhood pub, surrounded by
families and elderly residents, to be open until 1.00am every day, with drinks being served until 12.30. This
would cause a major nuisance to local residents and completely change the atmosphere of the
neighbourhood. Whilst Punch Partnerships may say they have requested Late Night Refreshment so they
can serve coffee after 11pm, it does not seem unreasonable to request customers to order coffee ahead
of 11pm, so they are not leaving the pub late into the night, adding noise and disturbance to the residents.
Furthermore, for every person ordering coffee after 11pm, there are likely to be many more continuing to
order alcohol, which is not acceptable for such a residential location.
2.
Remove the condition of a noise limiter – the noise limiter serves an important purpose, to balance the needs of the
pub to host functions versus what is deemed appropriate (by a noise officer) to minimise noise pollution for the
neighbours. Removing the condition of a noise limiter would totally tip the balance in favour of the pub, causing
major disruption to the lives of the residents. Whilst Punch Partnerships may claim they only want the noise limiter
for regulated entertainment, we’d be concerned that noise levels could become a major nuisance day to day
without the requirement of a noise limiter.
3.
Remove the condition of the windows being closed – similar to the above, the windows being closed is hugely
important to ensure there is some limit on the escape of noise from functions at the pub to the surrounding
residents. If the windows were to be allowed to be open, the noise would travel far and be a major disruption to the
lives of the residents. Whilst Punch Partnerships may claim they only want the windows closed for regulated
entertainment, we’d be concerned that noise levels could become a major nuisance day to day without the
requirement for windows to be closed. It is not unreasonable for them to include air conditioning, which would
eliminate the need for the windows to be open.
4.
Non standard hours – in my opinion the Landlord is really stretching what should be allowed for “non-standard”
hours. They are requesting x5 nights over Easter (perhaps two would be more reasonable), x4 nights over the May
bank holiday weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable), and x4 nights over the August bank holiday
weekend (perhaps two would be more reasonable) as well as others.
Thank you very much in advance for considering my objections.
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Best,
Lisa Puddle
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lisa Wong
07 September 2021 16:14
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; jdickson@lambeth.gove.uk
Alex Munk
Objection to Variation of License Application (21/00233/PRMVAR) at The Cambria, 40 Kemerton
Road 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn and team,

I hope this email finds you well.

I, Lisa Wong, write on behalf of my husband and I at Kemerton Road, London, SE5 9AP, to object to the variation
of license application by Punch Partnerships with regard to The Cambria pub at 40 Kemerton Road. We live
opposite the site and we have a young baby and we're particularly concerned about:





Removal of a noise limiter - this could give rise to unacceptable levels of noise pollution which will severely
negatively affect residents on the street, many of which are young families such as us and/or elderly.
Removal of the condition of closed windows - this relates to the above and again would bring unwanted
noise pollution to our quiet residential neighbourhood.
Extension of opening hours to 1AM - this is baffling as the pub is on a very quiet street with low footfall and
many households with early bedtimes due to young children. Extended opening hours would cause
unwanted noise, disruption and bring potential security risks making households feel less safe. It would
alter the young family community atmosphere. Most evenings the street is very quiet by 7pm.

We would very much like to see The Cambria reopened as a community focussed family orientated pub - which
should do well in the area given the demographics, but the conditions above are not well suited nor will they be well
tolerated by the neighbourhood. The pub could be a great addition to the neighbourhood if it is set up to be run
with the local residents in mind. So many of us wish to see it flourish but the proposed changes suggest the pub will
not be run in a manner suited to the community and instead cause stress and disruption.
If you would like to discuss further, we can be reached on
Many thanks,
Lisa & Alex
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Panton
07 September 2021 18:03
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Licensing application for the Cambria pub

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear All
I support the re-opening of the Cambria with 'normal' licensing hours (e.g. 11.00 am - 11.00pm).
I oppose the application to:




remove the noise limiter
keep upstairs windows closed
extend opening hours between 8.00 am - 3.00 am

I oppose the application on the following basis:











This is a residential area, not a high street.
Changing the license as requested will mean a significant rise in noise pollution in the area.
It could also lead to significant anti-social behaviour linked to increased drinking.
In my experience, customers from the pub do not disperse from outside when the pub is closed,
meaning additional noise for even longer periods of time.
The Cambria has never, and would be unlikely to in the future, take any responsibility for their
customers once they have left the pub.
The Cambria has never had a 19-hour license, 365 days / year.
Significant noise still emitted from the pub late in the evening with the existing conditions in
place. Changing the licence to this extent will make it very difficult for local residents to get to
sleep.
The Cambria should not have the possibility of making unlimited noise 19 hours per day/night, 365
days per year.

Regards
Mark Panton
CONFIDENTIALITY. This email and any attachments are confidential and may also be legally privileged. If you are not the named recipient,
please notify the sender immediately and do not disclose the contents to another person, use it for any purpose or store or copy the
information in any medium.
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Panton
10 September 2021 16:23
Thomas Dunn
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Thomas
I am resident at

Cambria Road, London SE5

.

Thank you for forwarding the response of the applicant's agent. I note the layers involved here, being a
solicitor based in Derby for a corporate entity for an even bigger corporate entity. If only we all had such
resources. The response of the applicant's agent does not address all of my concerns and I wish my
representations to go forward.







I do note the licence is for 17 hours rather 19 hours. The application for revisions to the licence is
still more suited to a high street rather than a residential area. It includes the ability to be open
from 08.00 - 01.00 seven days per week with a range of dates where the premises would be open
even longer hours.
Accordingly, changing the license as requested could still lead to a significant rise in noise pollution
in the area.
Additionally, it could lead to significant anti-social behaviour due to the increased time available
for increased consumption of alcohol.
Accepting it is a generalised response to the first three representations, I note the Agent does not
respond to the issue of taking responsibility for customers who have left the Cambria, do not
disperse from outside the pub and cause disturbance.

Regards
Mark Panton
CONFIDENTIALITY. This email and any attachments are confidential and may also be legally privileged. If you are not the named recipient,
please notify the sender immediately and do not disclose the contents to another person, use it for any purpose or store or copy the
information in any medium.

From: Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk>
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 2:27 PM
Subject: RE: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR
Dear Interested Party,
Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below a response from
the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was drafted for the first three
representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review all additional representations and may
respond further if required.
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“Dear Sir or Madam,
Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing authority.
Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.
1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable number of
premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various legal reasons, are currently
held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch Taverns
PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are completely separate entities.
2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would like the flexibility
to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of tea/coffee/breakfast.
3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to become more food led,
and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm requires late night refreshment to be
added to the licence. I understand that the premises were previously operated differently to what is now
intended, which may explain why late night refreshment was never requested previously.
4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to slightly change
the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded
music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would
suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For clarification, the current condition simply requires the
limiter to be installed and set ‘before use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is
also disapplied until 11pm following deregulation.
5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of
any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only required to be closed when
music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will
appreciate that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the
windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped that the
condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall be provided for drinks
throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice meal in plastic glasses we feel simply
sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely that customers going out for a nice meal with family
would expect to see a plastic wine glass on the table.
7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the
application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the application process requires that
the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested.
8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and does not require
the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In defence of the authority it seems to me
that they have acted exactly as they are required by law.
9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local residents who he
advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.
Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any impact on the
licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me.
My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into the Cambria
with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the local community. They are
confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any detrimental impact on the local community, they are
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simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the local
area.
It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the premises be having
regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents. The new Lessees do not intend to
undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their neighbours as this goes completely against what they
are trying to achieve at the Cambria.
The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of which will be
offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the ingoing Lessees are looking
forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst showing the local community that any
previous negative experiences they may have had with previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind
them.
Kind regards,
Karen”
Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw your
representation.
In addition, it would appear we haven’t received a residential address for your representation. This may assist the
Sub-Committee during any future meeting in determining this application, therefore could you kindly confirm your
address by replying to this email.
Kind regards,
Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
Resident Services
Lambeth Council
3rd Floor Civic Centre
6 Brixton Hill
London, SW2 1EG
Phone: 020 7926 1866
Email: tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk
Website: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/licensing/
Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG
Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG

Public Access - for information on current licences and new applications please use the
following link http://planning.lambeth.gov.uk/onlineapplications/search.do?action=simple&searchType=LicencingApplication
We are working with our partners to build a #BetterLambeth - find out more at
http://love.lambeth.gov.uk/better
Disclaimers apply - full details at www.lambeth.gov.uk/email-disclaimer
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Thomas Dunn
Subject:

Cambria Pub

From: george william young
Sent: 07 September 2021 16:03
To: Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk>; Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>; Cllr Jim Dickson
<JDickson@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Cambria Pub
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

From Mary Chorley,

Cambria Road, SE5 9AS (no email)

I am strongly opposed to the outrageous proposal as to to the extended opening hours at the Cambria Pub.
What's wrong with the traditional 11pm closing time? Surely there is some law to protect residents from noise
pollution in this very quiet area.
I support wholeheartedly the present requirement as to Noise Limiter and the keeping of upstairs windows of the
pub closed.
Yours faithfully
Mary Chorley
7 September 2021
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Thomas Dunn
Subject:

Objection to cambria noise limiter being lifted

From: Molly Chodel
Sent: 09 September 2021 12:16
To: Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: Objection to cambria noise limiter being lifted
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi
I would like to object to lifting the noise limiter – I don’t believe lifting this would effect the pub making
revenue as a business but I do believe it will effect the peace and tranquillity of the area and cause a noise
disturbance to the residents of Cambria road.
I also would like to object to extending the license to 3am as its that is unsociable hours and again will
cause noise disturbance to the residents of the road. Amany if the residents have young children who this
will effect during the night.
Kind regards,
Molly Chodel
Senior Education Consultant
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paula Baraitser
07 September 2021 20:16
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Changes to the license of the Cambria pub

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear All
I understand that the Cambria pub has applied for changes to its licensing agreement that include:
Removing the requirement to have a noise limiter Removing the requirement to keep the upstairs windows closed
Extending their opening hours to between 8am and 3am
This is in addition to a planning application to extend the use of the pub garden with a new pergola, significantly
expanding the number of people that the pub can accommodate and increasing he use of the garden space,
therefore increasing the noise nuisance.
Please could I state my objection to these changes.
This pub is in a quiet residential area and the pub borders a large number of properties, some of which are divided
into flats. This means that excessive noise from the pub impacts on in excess of 50 households.
We anticipate noise nuisance from people leaving the pub late at night in the form of car engines, slamming doors,
car stereos, revving engines and horns.
We anticipate noise nuisance from people in the new pergola area which has an area with a retractable roof - this
would allow noise from people drinking in these areas and people in the main pub to be heard by neighbours. The
extension of the licence would cause unacceptable disruption to sleep.
We anticipate noise nuisance from amplified music within the pub and in the upstairs function room if the windows
are open at any time.
We anticipate increased pollution from an increased number of cars in the area.
Lambeth granted a change to the use of the first floor of the pub on the grounds that the windows were kept closed
and that the fire escape was not used except in an emergency about 7 years ago, only on the understanding that
upstairs windows would be kept closed and that a noise limiter was installed and that the garden was cleared from
10pm. There have been occasions where these rules have not been followed so local residents are already aware of
how these changes would impact on sleep and wellbeing.
It would be inappropriate for Lambeth to have granted the change in planning the enabled the first floor to be used
as a venue for event with specific safeguards in place only later to remove the safeguards.
Many thanks
Paula
Paula Baraitser
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paula Baraitser
10 September 2021 16:05
Thomas Dunn; Cllr Jim Dickson; Cllr Pauline George
Re: 21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Thomas
Many thanks for sending these responses through.
The explanations that are provided are not satisfactory for the following reasons:
1. If the application is to open earlier in the day then the licensing agreement should specifically state when the sale
of drinks should stop.
2. The sale of drinks after midnight in a residential area whether with food or without is not consistent with the
general character of the neighbourhood which is an extremely quite residential area. The scale of the proposals,
particularly the increased eating area, on top of the previously agreed changes, i.e. the previous change of use which
enabled the owners to turn the residential area into a function room will make the size of the pub out of keeping
with the surrounding area. The combined changes will result in the area of the pub increasing by 300%.
3. The extension of the seating area in the garden and the use of this for food in effect amounts to an extension of
the use of the outside space after 10. Previous owners of the pub allowed no drinks outside after 10pm and the
change to the use of the garden area will extend this. Our experience from living next to the pub garden is that
people eating and drinking in the outside area generate significant noise which disturbs neighbours after 10. If the
pub owners wish to use the area in this way then they need to generate a sound proofed internal space for people
to eat.
4. The argument that the owners wish to switch off the noise limiter at times when they are not playing low level
music does not make sense - if the music is low volume then the noise limiter will not affect it. However it provides
an important limit when the music volume is increased. The only reason to remove the noise limiter is to enable the
venue to play music at above regulated levels.
5. Once the requirement to keep the window’s closed becomes at the discretion of the pub manager then enforcing
the closing of windows at the time of high noise levels becomes increasingly difficult.
6. There has been no consultation with local residents and as you will see from the response from local residents
there is a strong feeling that this is an inappropriate application which will damage the well being of local residents
and change the character of the area.
The concerns that have not been addressed are:
The changes clearly anticipate a significantly increased footfall within the pub. This pub was built initially to serve
local people however by extending the eating area by almost 100% the new owners clearly seek to bring large
numbers of people from outside the area to the pub. There is not sufficient parking to accommodate this and it will
result in increased pollution from the additional cars, and noise as they enter and leave the area. This pub was
never designed to accommodate this many people.
Many thanks for sharing the response with me.
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Please do keep me informed about this case.
BW
Paula

On 10 Sep 2021, at 15:27, Thomas Dunn <TDunn@lambeth.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Interested Party,
Further to your representation in respect of the above premises licence variation, please find below
a response from the applicant’s agent and attached related documents for this application. This was
drafted for the first three representations received, therefore the agent has advised they will review
all additional representations and may respond further if required.
“Dear Sir or Madam,
Your representation is one of a three which has kindly been forwarded to me by the licensing
authority.
Hopefully I have responded below to all the points raised.
1. I act for Star Pubs and Bars Ltd who are part of Heineken UK. They purchased a considerable
number of premises from Punch Taverns PLC in 2017 and all those premises, for various
legal reasons, are currently held in the name of Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd, which I
appreciate is confusing. To be clear, Punch Taverns PLC and Punch Partnerships (PTL) Ltd are
completely separate entities.
2. The application is not seeking to extend the licensing hours currently permitted. We would
like the flexibility to open earlier, but only for non-licensable activities such as the sale of
tea/coffee/breakfast.
3. The reason we are requesting to add late night refreshment is that the intention is to
become more food led, and the law currently requires that to provide a coffee after 11pm
requires late night refreshment to be added to the licence. I understand that the premises
were previously operated differently to what is now intended, which may explain why late
night refreshment was never requested previously.
4. We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter. We are just asking to
slightly change the wording so that it will only be required if regulated entertainment takes
place (such as live or recorded music). If there is no music or only low level background music
played while people eat then we would suggest a noise limiter would not be necessary. For
clarification, the current condition simply requires the limiter to be installed and set ‘before
use of the function room commences’. For clarification the condition is also disapplied until
11pm following deregulation.
5. Again we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during
the course of any function’. We have asked to amend the condition so that windows are only
required to be closed when music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm
evenings when customers are dining. You will appreciate that at the current time ventilation
is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby the windows only have to be
closed when there is live and/or recorded music being played.
6. It is the intention that the premises become a premium food led site and as such it is hoped
that the condition which currently requires ‘ only plastic containers or toughened glass shall
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be provided for drinks throughout the premises’ can be removed. Serving drinks with a nice
meal in plastic glasses we feel simply sends the wrong message. I expect it is very unlikely
that customers going out for a nice meal with family would expect to see a plastic wine glass
on the table.
7. I can confirm we have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours
mentioned in the application are taken directly from the current licence. For clarification the
application process requires that the opening hours are included in the application even
where no change is requested.
8. The licensing process contains within it various requirements to advertise applications and
does not require the authority or the applicant to individually notify local residents. In
defence of the authority it seems to me that they have acted exactly as they are required by
law.
9. I understand from my client that prior to submission he did consult with a number of local
residents who he advises were very positive about what is proposed at the site.
Hopefully, the above comments will provide some comfort that the application will not result in any
impact on the licensing objectives, however should I be able to provide any further information
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
My client and their ingoing Lessees are both committed to investing a significant sum of money into
the Cambria with the explicit aim of re-establishing the pub as a brilliant, premium local pub for the
local community. They are confident the proposed amendments should in no way have any
detrimental impact on the local community, they are simply aimed at ensuring the pub operator is
able to offer the best possible customer experience to those in the local area.
It is not requested for the pub to start trading any later than is currently permitted, nor will the
premises be having regular high footfall events which would create a nuisance for local residents.
The new Lessees do not intend to undertake any actions which will adversely impact any of their
neighbours as this goes completely against what they are trying to achieve at the Cambria.
The pub will be focussed on delivering a premium food offer with an extensive drinks range, all of
which will be offered in a comfortable, well-managed and high quality setting. My client and the
ingoing Lessees are looking forward to being able to bring their vision for the Cambria to life whilst
showing the local community that any previous negative experiences they may have had with
previous incarnations of the pub are well and truly behind them.
Kind regards,
Karen”
Please let me know should the above address your concerns and therefore if you wish to withdraw
your representation.
In addition, it would appear we haven’t received a residential address for your representation. This
may assist the Sub-Committee during any future meeting in determining this application, therefore
could you kindly confirm your address by replying to this email.
Kind regards,
Tom Dunn
Licensing Officer
London Borough of Lambeth
Public Protection and Regulatory Services
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rhiannon Folan
09 September 2021 14:05
Thomas Dunn
Objection to licensing requests for The Cambria

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
I recently moved into a flat on Kemerton Road, and was quite excited to hear about the reopening of The
Cambria pub, as it might be nice for the local community to have a pub right on our doorstep.
However, I am really worried to hear about the changes they have requested, as these would have serious
negative repercussions for myself and all the other local residents in the area.
The removal of the noise limiter, and the request to have a license until 3am are the biggest problems.
These measures would seriously affect my sleep, and mental and physical wellbeing. I'd be happy for a
midnight close, but 3am is excessively late for such a residential area, and if groups of people were leaving
at this time they would be walking directly past my bedroom window to get to the nearest bus and train
stations and due to the single glazing windows on my flat (which I can't change because it's a rental
property), I would be woken up by any small noise they would make. It's likely if people are leaving a pub
at 3am they will be making more than a little noise, too!
I'm a freelance yoga instructor and have early starts, including at the weekend, to teach classes. If my
sleep is repeatedly disturbed by noise pollution from the pub it will affect my ability to work and earn
money.
I insist that it is essential for the noise limiter to remain in place when the pub reopens. So many people,
including elderly residents and young families will be affected by loud noise from the pub if not.
Healthy sleep is essential to a persons health and wellbeing and if the pub reopens with the changes
they've requested there will be so many negative repercussions for the residents in the vicinity.
Thank you for taking the time to read this email and I hope you consider the concerns of people living so
near to the pub.
Best wishes,
Rhiannon
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Thomas Dunn
Subject:

The Cambria Pub.

-----Original Message----From: Sylvia Mason
Sent: 07 September 2021 13:11
To: Cllr Jim Dickson <JDickson@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: The Cambria Pub.
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Sent from my iPad. Good afternoon Mr Dickson I have just received a flyer through my door regarding the Cambria
Pub , They want to open the pub back up in December which is fine but not and I mean not at the hours Between
8am and 3am I don’t care what noise limiter they have on it we will be getting car doors banging all night so I
strongly oppose these hours it’s not fair on the residents who live here thank you Mrs S Mason Cambria Road SE5
9AE I hope to hear very soon on this matter ,,,
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Will Marsh
08 September 2021 12:38
Thomas Dunn; Cllr Jim Dickson; Licensing
The Cambria Pub

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern,
It's been bought to my attention that the currently closed Cambria pub on Cambria Road is to reopen in December
of this year.
I am delighted by this news. Since moving into my house four months ago there's been a lot of positive local
discussion about the pub reopening.
A neighbor has informed me that the brewery has applied to have the noise limiter removed and extend opening
hours to 8am - 3am.
While I'm ecstatic about the pub reopening I'm extremely concerned about the brewery's application to the changes
above.
Currently we experience a lot of nighttime works conducted on the railway bridge behind the house, and even
though this a necessary evil, is still disruptive.
We also have a group of people who congregate under the railway bridge next to the house every Friday and
Saturday night, and are usually out there until 2 or 3am playing a loud street game, drinking, etc. I've called Lambeth
noise team multiple times about this but nothing has been done.
To then also have the additional stress of loud music and people outside the pub drinking until 3am would be
unacceptable. The front of my house and bedroom window directly faces the pub so it would be a constant
irrigation.
As it's a residential area the noise limiter seems like a necessary measure, and if the pub was open until the standard
11pm this would be acceptable.
I hope my concerns are taken into account.
Kind regards
Will Marsh
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21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Rd, SE5 9AR
Variation application for a Premises Licence under the Licensing Act 2003

Applicant; Punch Partnerships (PTL) Limited
• to amend the licensing plan in accordance with drawing number 767 – L1 dated JUL ’21 which
accompanies this application.
• to amend the opening hours to 8am daily for the provision of non-licensable activities e.g. the sale of
tea/coffee/breakfast.
• to add late night refreshment
• to remove condition 4 in annex 2 requiring only plastic containers or toughened glass
• to amend condition 1 in annex 3 to now state “a noise limiter will be installed and set to the satisfaction of the
noise officer before regulated entertainment takes place in the function room
• to amend condition 2 in annex 3 to state “windows to be kept closed whilst regulated entertainment takes place in
the function room”.

To Licensing Officer, Thomas Dunn and Licensing Committee
Thomas Dunn: licensing@lambeth.gov.uk tdunn@lambeth.gov.uk 020 7926 1866
Ola Owojori, Licensing Officer, 020 7926 1649 077 1240 2152 OOwojori@lambeth.gov.uk
For further input as necessary:
Resident, Kemerton Road Damaris Dodds
Chair, SE5Forum
Sophy Tayler
& Admin, SE5Forum
Marika Thorogood
Chair, Herne Hill Forum:
George Hornby
&Admin, Herne Hill Forum Jasia Warren
Herne Hill Society
Rebecca Tee
Phoebe Ford

[included below]

This is a written representation form Becca Thackray as a Ward Councillor in Herne Hill Ward
I wish to comment on the licensing objectives, namely:
Preventing crime and disorder – late night vertical drinking
Public safety – no concern
Preventing public nuisance – intoxicated anti-social behaviour in late hours & noise in 3 storey
building + outside garden space
Protecting children from harm – residential area – preponderance of families
Points for Licensing Committee
The Cambria has been vacant for 3+ years. [local support for re-opening]
Star Pubs were open to offers in 2020. [no suitable applicant]
Survey 2021 by The Cambria Society to explore it becoming a Community Pub [resident support]
Summary
Due to the nearby Ruskin Park, Loughborough Junction station, two local primary schools,
churches and a GP sugery, people live there enjoy the local amenities. The Cambria with its quiz
nights, choir, community meetings upstairs, outdoor space was a thrivign part of this. Licensing
which enables this to resume is to community advantage.
However it's a residential area and constraints on hours should reflect this. Residents do not wish
the noise to continue too late. Please see photographs below for an impression of the location
between Ruskin park and Herne Hill Road.
….................................................................................................................................................

I am writing to voice an objection to the proposal to vary the licence to the Cambria Pub (40 Kemerton
Road, SE5 9AR) in such a way as to increase the likelihood of late night noise through extended opening
hours and changes to the requirements regarding noise limiters and closure of upstairs windows.
Although I am generally very much in favour of the Cambria re-opening as a pub and understand the
desirability of having the upstairs windows open at more sociable times, I live diagonally opposite the
pub, less than 100 yards away, and in the past there has been considerable noise and nuisance from
late-night events; in particular this has involved people outside the pub talking very loudly, shouting
and otherwise behaving anti-socially after midnight, especially when there has been an event going on
into the early hours of the morning. The area in which the pub is situated is very much a residential
one in which late-night noise and behaviour such as this is completely unacceptable. Any extension to
the opening hours or relaxation of noise controls is likely to increase the problem.
I am therefore asking that the restrictions currently in place to limit late-night noise are maintained
or if possible strengthened.
Yours sincerely
Damaris Dodds, Kemerton Road

Plan of The Cambria premises

View from The Cambria looking south (not 3 floors)

View from The Cambria looking west

View of outside space at rear of The Cambria parallel with Cambria Road

View from The Cambria facing north – traffic free facing pedestrianised area under bridge

View of The Cambria looking north (outdoor space/back garden where ivy-clad wall is on left)

View of Kemerton Rd (The Cambria on north corner of Cambria j/w Kemerton Rd)

The Cambria on west corner. No traffic in pedestrianised area under bridge in north

View of crossroads in residential (The Cambria on SE corner of Cambria Rd facing south)

Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

colin Fernandez
10 September 2021 20:38
Thomas Dunn; Cllr Jim Dickson; Licensing
Re: cambria

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi
It seems that the 3am licence is incorrect, so sorry about that.
Best wishes
Colin
On Fri, 10 Sept 2021 at 18:58, colin Fernandez
wrote:
Hi
I live on Northway Road and I think a 3am licence is too late for the Cambria. I think 1am for a back street pub in a
residential area should be adequate.
I think the noise limiter should also be a condition of licencing as should keeping the upstairs windows closed.
Best wishes
Colin Fernandez
Northway Road
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Craig Threadgold
13 September 2021 09:20
jdickson@lambeth.co.uk; licensing@lambeth.co.uk; Thomas Dunn
Cambria Plans

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi,
I hope you are well. I am writing to object to the plan for the licensing changes to The Cambria on Kemerton Road.
I feel extending opening hours until 3am turns the pub into a nightclub. This will inevitably come with intoxicated
people in the area well into the night, which will bring significant noise and potential anti-social behaviour to what is
a family-based residential area.
To exacerbate the noise issue, applying to have current noise-abating policies removed such as closed windows puts
the valued quiet nature of this community at stake.
I hope that these requests are rejected as it will undo a large amount of work done by local residents to make the
area inclusive and family-friendly. I try to keep my noise down late at night because I know next door have very
young children. I do not think people exiting The Cambria at 3am will do as such.
Thank you for taking the time to read this email and all your hard work as part of the local authority.
Do let me know if there is any way to further escalate this.
Best wishes,
Craig Threadgold
Kemerton Road
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Damaris Dodds
13 September 2021 16:37
Licensing; Thomas Dunn
Cllr Rebecca Thackray; Cllr Pauline George; Cllr Jim Dickson
21/00233/PRMVAR - The Cumbria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR (Herne Hill) Representations By:
15th September 2021

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to voice an objection to the proposal to vary the licence to the Cambria Pub
(40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR) in such a way as to increase the likelihood of late night noise
through extended opening hours and changes to the requirements regarding noise limiters
and closure of upstairs windows.
Although I am generally very much in favour of the Cambria re-opening as a pub and
understand the desirability of having the upstairs windows open at more sociable times, I
live diagonally opposite the pub, less than 100 yards away, and in the past there has been
considerable noise and nuisance from late-night events; in particular this has involved
people outside the pub talking very loudly, shouting and otherwise behaving anti-socially
after midnight, especially when there has been an event going on into the early hours of
the morning. The area in which the pub is situated is very much a residential one in which
late-night noise and behaviour such as this is completely unacceptable. Any extension to
the opening hours or relaxation of noise controls is likely to increase the problem.
I am therefore asking that the restrictions currently in place to limit late-night noise are
maintained or if possible strengthened.
Yours sincerely
Damaris Dodds
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jade Treneary
13 September 2021 08:40
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Objection to plans for the Cambria pub, Kemerton Road

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear all,
I would like to write to oppose the planned changes to the licences regarding the Cambria pub in Kemerton Road.
In particular, as a local resident, I am concerned about the proposals to remove the requirement to have a noise
limiter and keep the upstairs windows closed. In addition, the extension to open to 3 seems to me unnecessary and
not in keeping with the community values of this residential areas.
Please do let me know if there are any more formal channels I can register my complaint.
Many thanks,
Jade Treneary
Kemerton Road

Sent from my iPhone
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jules Kosciuczyk
14 September 2021 10:14
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
OBJECTION to change in licensing/ Cambria Pub/ Kemerton Road

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern
I am a home owner and resident of Kemerton road and there is no way you can consider extending the Cambria pub
opening hours until 3am. This is a residential street and it is ridiculous to place a late opening pub on the street.
There should be the regular noise limiter in place and normal opening hours if the pub is to reopen. I strongly object
to changes in this and feel angry it is even considered due to the residential nature of the area. Late night licensing
should be focused on areas where this is the norm not a quiet residential street.
Please update me on this, it should not be happening.
Sincerely,
Jules Kosciuczyk
Resident Kemerton road
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin Shrive
12 September 2021 23:13
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Objection to planning application, The Cambria Public House

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing in regard to a licensing application submitted to Lambeth Council that seeks to amend the licencing of
the Cambria Public House, 40 Cambria Road, Lambeth. The Brewery representatives that submitted the application
are I believe applying to extend the licencing hours and remove certain limitations of the licence. I live at number
Kemerton Road with my wife and two children and have done so for the past 14 years. Our interest in the
application is due to the belief that there is a high likelihood that our lives will be negatively impacted if the
application succeeds. We have experience of the history of the Cambria Public House over the 14 year period and
the history that is relevant is in respect to its impact on our lives and of those who live in the immediate vicinity in
terms of noise pollution and unsociable behaviour, which I will be referring to in this letter.
On the last occasion that the pub was extensively renovated, which was some years ago, the licencing application to
use the 1st floor as a function room was passed by the council. I was unfortunately too late on that occasion to
formally object and I only knew of the proposal and application after the deadline had passed. I did however attend
the official council meeting to discuss the proposal prior to the councils decision. I believe that the council made the
wrong decision on that occasion. In my view the couple who were managing the pub at the time, put together a
convincing yet flawed argument. Flawed as it put their business interests above the interests of the local
community. Those in opposition to the application did not argue their case well and were also too few in numbers. I
believe the low numbers were due to many not being aware of the application as the only way of being informed of
it was a notice posted in the pubs window, which many simply overlooked. It was in my view remiss of the council to
not post an informative letter directly to local residents. On this occasion it took a note from a concerned party
being posted through my door for me to become aware of this new application. I wish to complain in the strongest
terms about this additional oversight on the part of the council. In my view Lambeth council has an obligation to
inform local residents of any planning applications that may have an impact on the local community. This should
involve a notice being posted into all local residents letter boxes by the council or for the council to require the
applicants to do so. This is the case with planning applications for building works that are considered to have an
impact, such as recent work to the railway lines in our area. This work was effectively advertised and we could
adjust our lives accordingly. In this case of the Cambria application however we also have a right to object, but it
seems that that right is being denied by stealth!
The concessions that the council imposed on the previous application, did in my view, not go far enough and
ultimately the result of the change of licence on that occasion led to a profound increase in noise on the street past
11pm and on many occasions until past 2am. The high level of noise came from music being played in the venue
and this was worsened by the pubs doors being wedged open on regular occasions as the music was not only played
on the 1st floor. Even with a limiter in place the music was disruptive and a simple concession asked for by residents
for the pubs main doors to be turned into a set of double doors, was simply denied by the council, but would have
been an effective solution. I believe that the reason the owners gave for not wanting to abide by this request was
the cost and loss of internal space. The pub is not small and could easily have accommodated additional internal
doors. Noise also came from drunk revellers standing in front of the pub as they could not smoke within the
premises. In the licencing application there was a proviso that drinking in front of the pub late at night was not
allowed due to noise pollution considerations and because of this there was no external seating or tables outside
the pub. Unfortunately the reality was that many customers would be drinking and talking loudly on the pavement
in front of the pub and seemed to happily do so without seating or tables. That limitation was also ultimately
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eventually flaunted by the pubs management and tables and chairs did appear outside of the pub and remain their
through the night. Also customers leaving the venue through the night would cause a great deal of noise. Our
experiences of the pub demonstrate that intentions can easily be demonstrated to be no more than just intentions
and the reality is often something quite different.
It is our view that passing this new application would effectively be giving the landlords a blank cheque and trusting
that they will only fill it in entirely honestly and with everybody's interests in mind. I believe that the council should
consider that they are empowered to secure a guarantee of protection for the community against business interests
that could easily fly in the face of decent community values.
The brewery is asking to remove the requirement for a noise limiter plus to remove the requirement for the first
floor windows to remain closed and also in the application to extend the opening hours to between 8am to 3am.
Recent information I have received has led me to believe that the last element, namely the extension of the
licencing hours may not be included in the application, but just in case it is included in the application I do not wish
to miss my one opportunity to object to it.
When the venue operated with the previously attached restrictions to the pubs licence in place, the reality is that it
was a noisy and intimidating venue for local residents and one family in particular had no choice but to fit specialist
acoustically resistant windows to their daughters bedroom. It is in my view unreasonable to expect people to have
to do such a thing in order to have their simple right to not be exposed to unreasonable levels of noise late at night.
Nobody expects London to have the same levels of peace and quiet as the countryside for example, but there should
be an agreed sensible idea of what is considered to be a reasonable level of noise pollution in peoples lives,
especially in regard to our right to have uninterrupted sleep. I am aware that the council has a noise team that is
mandated to investigate excessive noise pollution past 11pm, but to allow a situation that creates the need to call
on such services is far from ideal and it shouldn't be too much to expect that the council recognise the high
likelihood of unreasonable disruption to our lives that this application passing would bring.
It is of course an unfortunate fact that when people drink alcohol many can largely become loud in their manner of
conversation and any natural nature of being considerate to others can easily be diminished by drink.
Correspondingly a pub will aim to sell as many drinks as it can and that will be its priority. This is also the case for
venues serving food. Whilst I truly accept that there is a need to have places where entertainment/catering
businesses can operate and people can gather and enjoy each-others company whilst eating and drinking. I believe
that it is important for the council to recognize that these venues should be located in suitable places where the
impact of the noise is unlikely to disrupt peoples lives and specifically their ability to sleep at night. Suitable venues
should be located as far from domestic dwellings as possible at best or be constructed in such a way that the sound
emanating from within in the early hours cannot be clearly heard in the local vicinity. Also with new builds it is
possible for properties to have sound resistant windows such as double glazing. The Cambria Public House was built
over a century ago as were the houses and flats that surround it. It was not built to accommodate a sound system,
just as the houses and flats were not built to be resistant to the impact of such a system. Licencing has also changed
over most recent years with the closing time vastly extended. A noisy pub up until 11pm is not ideal but it is
bearable and not wholly unreasonable, but to effectively turn a pub into a nightclub is not reasonable. My wife and I
sleep in the front room of the property which is over the road from the pub and the noise was disruptive with the
windows closed let alone with windows open on hot summer days. Kemerton and Cambria Road is a road of
domestic properties with many flats and houses and I cannot stress that point enough. There are many families with
children that live on these roads and to have a commercial business of this type is wholly unsuitable and so the
application is wholly unreasonable and does not take the Pubs environment into account. The impact of
unreasonable levels of noise into the night can both effect peoples ability to work and children's ability to study in
school as tiredness is damaging to the quality of life.
I am aware that the council takes environmental considerations in its planning applications seriously. Examples of
this can be seen in its move to improve cycling in the borough and taking decisions to reduce traffic and so vehicular
emissions. There are many other examples, but the council should also recognize that noise pollution is also a
hazard and also has its impact in terms of quality of life and health. Commercial considerations should not be
allowed to run rough shod over Lambeth's residents right to have a decent quality of life. This application if passed
by the council would effectively run rough shod over the residents of the roads surrounding the pub. I therefore
object against this application in the strongest possible terms. I also implore lambeth council to protect its residents
on this occasion from a commercial venture that, you could argue does not care for the local community and merely
2

sees a business model. You could say that it would give another venue to drink late into the night for the wider
community at the expense of the local community. I appreciate that times have been hard for us all, including the
commercial sector with venues such as pubs suffering commercial losses. I do recognize their need to return to
commercial success, but this goal should not be in contradiction to our simple human rights and should not shun
decency and consideration in favour of commercial gain. The last thing I wish to address is that the applicants have
claimed that the intention of use for the venue is as a place to eat for families and that they are only intending to
target local people. I find this claim to be unusual, unbelievable and a promise that they would not be required to
adhere to should they succeed with the application. I am suspicious of the application and 14 years of bad
experiences from the pub is as good a reason to be mindful as there can be.
Yours Sincerely Martin Shrive and family
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JS
12 September 2021 23:47
Thomas Dunn; Licensing; Cllr Jim Dickson
Cambria licensing extension

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi,
My name is Rose Woodfine and I am a neighbour of the Cambria - I live in
kemerton road
as a tenant. I want to object to the extension of their licensing. While it is good to hear that the
Cambria is reopening and the pub business will return, as pubs are an important community asset, it will
nevertheless have a significant impact on the enjoyment of my home and ability to sleep.
I live in a small 1 room flat that
faces the Cambria upstairs rooms, I live, sleep and sometimes work from this
room. There are unfortunately only very old single glazed sash windows with gaps in them - even when closed I can
hear absolutely everything from the street, even conversations at the end of the street. I need to sleep with
earplugs. I know this is London and appreciate that the sounds of the city need to be tolerated and am able to do so
at the moment. However if the Cambria has its noise limiter removed, upstairs windows open, and people drinking
until 3am, I think this will have a significant detrimental effect on my wellbeing and ability to sleep. If there is a
particular loud night at the pub, I won’t be able to escape the noise, I have no back room to sleep in. It would be
inescapable until 3am. There are a lot of other flats in close proximity to the Cambria too - I know it’s good for the
city to have some night life economy, but its location is very residential - it’s not on a big spaced out main road or
urban centre, but very narrow terraced street which channels and echoes the sound.
I am also worried about privacy - I know once the pub is open again people will be able to see into my bedroom, but
if they can also open the windows I feel like this loses further privacy - especially if they can open wide.
Thank you for your time considering my objection. You are welcome to visit my flat to see how much noise my
windows let through and how close the Cambria upstairs windows are.
Kind regards
Rose woodfine
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Your ref no:
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Your details
First name
Shirley

Last name
Rodrigues
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(optional)

Your address
Cambria Road

Address line 2

(optional)

Town/City
LONDON
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Postcode
SE5
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Your ref no:
PHVNLNMR

Your comments
Which application do you want to comment on?
PREM73 - The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Road, SE5 9AR
Tell us how you feel the application will or will not meet the Lambeth Council licensing objectives.
Our licensing objectives are:
Preventing crime and disorder
Public safety
Preventing public nuisance
Protecting children from harm

Preventing crime and disorder

Public safety

(optional)

(optional)

Preventing public nuisance

(optional)

I would like to object to the amendments sought to the current licence as I believe they will cause public nuisance because it will lead to an increase in
noise and disturbance for the pub neighbours in a highly residential area.
In particular
- removing the requirement to have a noise limiter and to keep the upstairs windows closed.
-

Protecting children from harm

Any other comments

(optional)

(optional)

Whilst I am happy for the pub to re-open it must be in the context that it is in a highly residential area so licensing conditions should reflect this. The
changes proposed would cause significant change to the status quo and nuisance to residents in the area affecting them detrimentally. I appreciate that Star Pubs and the
prospective managers are mindful of issues with previous owners and operators and that the pub is in a residential area. Whilst their intention may be sound we would like
to be future proofed for noise and other issues given the poor experience residents have had with previous owners not least given the length of the lease (I believe 15
years). If they are mindful of this then they should not try and change conditions and hours.
I have been in contact with Colin Channon of Star Pubs who has attempted to clarify the situation as a resident who lives directly opposite the pub and in stating my concerns
and objections have quoted what he said.
Opening Hours:
Colin has advised that "We have not requested any change to the non-standard hours, the hours mentioned in the application are taken directly from the current licence. For
clarification the application process requires that the opening hours are included in the application even where no change is requested. The same applies to the hours shown
for Public Holidays, those shown on the application are shown as standard on all Premises License applications and we are not seeking to extend these either." At a
subsequent meeting he confirmed that he is not seeking an extension to the hours to 3am ,licensing of alcohol will stay from 10 am to 12.30 as now and the garden will only
be licensed to 10pm.
I object to any proposed extension of the existing licensing hours if proposed. Ideally, it would be preferable if alcohol licensing hours were reduced to before midnight and a
re-commitment be given that the garden will only be licensed to 10pm.
Late Night Refreshment:
Colin has advised that "The law currently states that in order to provide a coffee after 11pm, it requires Late Night Refreshment to be added to the licence and as the site
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looking to be more food focussed, we felt this would be a beneficial and necessary amendment to put forward. It is not the intention to attract people to the site after 11pm
for food or drinks, this amendment is purely aimed at servicing any post-dinner requests for coffee, etc later in the evening."
I believe this extension will lead to public nuisance and object to it. As there is already a licence to 12.30 so it is unclear why an apparently open-ended extension of hours is
being sought. Other community pubs stop serving food at 10pm and a restriction like this would still allow for coffees to be served to 11pm. Whilst the intention is not to
attract people to the site after 11pm this cannot be enforced once the change is made.
Noise Limiter: I object to the removal of the condition requiring the use of a noise limiter.
Colin says "We are not seeking to remove the condition requiring a noise limiter - We are just asking to slightly change the wording so that it will only be required if regulated
entertainment takes place (such as live or recorded music). If there is no music or only low level background music played while people eat then we would suggest a noise
limiter would not be necessary. This will also be managed closely by the operators who will be ensuring that there are no issues for any neighbours."
If no music or only low level background music is being played then presumably the noise limiter would not kick in so obviating the need for its removal for daily use. Previous
history with the pub operators (amplified live music would come from the pub garden, late night lock-ins, private functions overspilling into the street with no enforcement
from the owners ) shows that once the condition is gone it relies on the good will of the operators to respond to the concerns of neighbours.
Living opposite the pub this is obviously a key consideration as this has the potential to cause significant nuisance.

Windows: I object to the removal of the condition requiring the windows to be closed.
Colin has advised "we are not asking to remove the condition requiring the ‘windows to be closed during the course of any function’  We have asked to amend the condition
so that windows are only required to be closed when music is played, allowing the windows to be open on warm evenings when customers are dining. You will appreciate
that at the current time ventilation is important and we are trying to seek a balance whereby, the windows only have to be closed when there is live and/or recorded music
being played."
It seems that Covid and ventilation is being used as a way to argue for detrimental changes. When asked what happens in the winter when windows will be closed then
indoor ventilation will be needed so there is no reason for this change. I would like the status quo to be retained (windows shut plus noise limiter ) ad any new ventilation to
be quiet and directed up and away from homes with all windows double-glazed.
Finally, whilst not a licensing issues, there are issue which the design of the new pub should address e.g. vermin from bins, leaving the bins on the pavement rather than in a
bin store on the premises, noise and smell from the new cooking arrangements, and overlooking of houses from the first floor (and higher) windows.
I do believe the pub could be an asset to the neighbourhood providing a space for the community as before. But it does need to respect the residential nature of the area and
our ability for quiet enjoyment of our homes as well.

Supporting evidence
You can upload files to support your comments, for example, photos.

Upload File(s)
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(optional)
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Thomas Dunn
Subject:

Objection to the licencing changes to the Cambria Pub

From: Sophie Hatton
Sent: 12 September 2021 10:34
To: Cllr Jim Dickson <JDickson@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Objection to the licencing changes to the Cambria Pub
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dickson
I am writing to you to object to the request being made by Punch Tavern to change the licensing
requirements for the Cambria pub. I understand that an application has been made by the Punch
Partnership to extend the opening hours of the pub till the early hours of the morning and in addition to
that to remove the noise limiters from the upstairs function room.
I have lived at no Kemerton Road since 1999. Kemerton Road is a quiet residential street and the
Cambria has always been a popular place with the locals and people visiting from further afield. It has
always been a quiet little pub with very limited noise in the evening - only occasionally on weekends and
during the week. Some of us had made complaints to Lambeth Council when the noise levels were high or
when the pub has stayed open longer than expected. On some of these occasions, Lambeth have either
dismissed these activities or didn't even bother to follow up on complaints. Our concern is that any
concerns will be rejected out of hand as excessive noise will now be legally allowed.
Previous complaints to the Lambeth noise police for excessive noise has never led to any action. According
to the rules a complaint can only be registered AFTER the legally allowed time - in this case 3am - and then
we have to wait for a patrol to be sent out, and then they have to return again to check on the noise levels,
all of which takes many hours by which time the sun has risen. It is not an acceptable way for Lambeth to
treat its residents. Relying on noise control is not an option.
Allowing a business to have the option to disrupt the local neighbourhood is outrageous and as a resident
of Kemerton Road, who lives opposite the pub, I strongly object to these suggested changes to the
Cambria Pub licence. As stated above, Kemerton Road is a quiet, tucked away residential street. This needs
to be considered when considering the application of the current licence changes to the Cambria Pub.
We are aware that no noise complaints have been made in the last two years - this is for two reasons: the
pub has been closed, and Covid restrictions have been in place. Any historical evidence of noise disruption
from the pub needs to go back much earlier.
We understand that Punch might be trying its luck with a really late licence for 3am hoping to get one for
1am, however even this is not acceptable. Consider for a moment if you had a noisy pub without any noise
limiters metres away from your bedroom window, and they had the right to host 'events' at their own
discretion without any legal recourse.
I would appreciate if you could take the strongest stance on this to keep Kemerton and Cambria roads
liveable for locals.
Kind regards
1

Sophie Hatton
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teo Della Torre
10 September 2021 17:41
Thomas Dunn
Cambria Pub Re-opening - Resident Complaint

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr Dunn,
It's great to hear that the Cambria Pub (on Kemerton Road/Cambria Road) is re-opening in a couple of months, but
I've heard that the pub has applied to add to its existing license and is planning on dropping most of its noise limiting
actions. From what I've heard, the pub is planning on being open until 3am, not using a noise limiter and to open the
upstairs windows when there is no live music. All of which would increase noise pollution to neighbouring residents
significantly. The noise of a full pub having dinner/drinks is sufficient to travel down a road, whether there is live
music playing or not.
Nearby pubs such as the Junction and The Sun of Camberwell close latest at midnight, which seems much more
appropriate for such a residential area - especially given the large beer garden at the Cambria Pub.
As a resident of Kemerton Road ( houses down from the pub), I'd like to make my complaint known and to ask
you to please respect the local residents' wellbeing and interest in sleeping at a decent hour. I'm only 23 years old
but considering this area is full of families with young children it seems ridiculous to entertain these demands just
because a big business like Heineken is involved. They claim to want to 'invest' in the local community, but I'm not
sure how a big corporation will do that when the profit they generate is taken out of the community.
Kind Regards,
Teo Della Torre
-Teo Della Torre (he/him)
Photographer and Content Creator
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BNBNLQHD

Your details
First name
Caroline

Last name
Forster
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(optional)

Your address

Address line 2

(optional)

Cambria Road

Town/City
London

County

(optional)

Postcode
SE5
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Your ref no:
BNBNLQHD

Your comments
Which application do you want to comment on?
The Cambria, 40 Kemerton Rd SE5 9AR
Tell us how you feel the application will or will not meet the Lambeth Council licensing objectives.
Our licensing objectives are:
Preventing crime and disorder
Public safety
Preventing public nuisance
Protecting children from harm

Preventing crime and disorder

Public safety

(optional)

(optional)

Preventing public nuisance

(optional)

I would like to object to the amendment to this licence requesting to remove the use of the noise limiter apart from when regulated entertainment takes
place and to be able to open the windows during functions. The pub is in a residential area and it is important that any noise coming from the pub is monitored and
controlled. Noise from the pub has been an issue in the past and it is important that the current conditions remain in place to give local residents some comfort about the
future.

Protecting children from harm

Any other comments

(optional)

(optional)

My preference would be that all current licensing conditions remain in place with no variations. The pub under new management has potential to be a good
local pub but it is important that those of us who live directly opposite / in the immediate vicinity are not subject to any noise issues over and above what can be reasonably
expected from a pub.

Supporting evidence
You can upload files to support your comments, for example, photos.

Upload File(s)
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